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Introduction(
Discussion! about! network! participants’! theories! of! action! is! an!
integral! part! of! the! Instructional! Rounds! process.! ! It! is! when! we!
look! at! how,! as! leaders! in! our! schools,! we! transfer! the! learning!
from!our!network!to!the!concrete!work!of!teachers!and!students!in!
our! classrooms.! ! What! do! we! need! to! do! to! ensure! our! teachers!
make! the! changes! to! the! instructional! core! necessary! to! improve!
learning!and!teaching?!
Elmore! says! that! many! leaders! have! an! unrealistic! level! of!
optimism! about! the! relationship! between! school! plans! or! policy!
and!student!learning,!many!unknowingly!subscribe!to!“and!then!a!
miracle! happens”! improvement! theory! (p43).! He! argues! that! it’s!
important! for! individuals! to! commit! to! a! theory! of! action! in! a!
written!form!so!that!you!are!forced!to!think!hard!about!exactly!how!
you! are! going! to! bring! about! change! and! to! explain! exactly! what!
you!expect!to!happen.!
As! part! of! our! network! meetings! we! will! regularly! discuss! our!
theories! of! action! T! exactly! how! we! are! going! to! bring! about! the!
changes! we! expect! to! make! to! learning! and! teaching.! ! And! then!
after! beginning! implementation! how! effective! have! our! theories!
proved!
to!
be.!!
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First(Step:(What(is(Your(Vision?(
Many!renowned!educational!theorists!talk!about!the!importance!of!
leaders! establishing! a! vision! for! their! organisation,! or! for! specific!
focus!areas.!
Schools!are!more!likely!to!be!more!successful!in!achieving!inTdepth!
learning! when! leaders! work! with! staff! and! community! to! build! a!
collective!vision!that!is!clear,!compelling!and!connected!to!learning.!
A!vision!provides!coherence,!and!should!tap!into!the!moral!purpose!
of!the!staff!members.!!Implementing!lots!of!strategies!in!the!absence!
of!vision!leaves!the!individuals!in!our!schools!confused!about!what!
we!are!trying!to!achieve.!!
Collective! vision! helps! focus! attention! on! what’s! important,!
motivates! staff! and! students,! and! increases! the! sense! of! shared!
responsibility.!
Our!vision!is!often!written!at!a!very!high!level!of!abstraction:!!
Eg!“Our!students!will!develop!the!knowledge!and!skills!required!to!
be! selfTsufficient,! responsible! and! competent! citizens! in! the! 21st!
century”.!
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Why(a(Theory(of(Action?(
Schools'are'not'blank'slates'waiting'to'be'written'on'by'leaders.'They'
are' composites' and' collections' of' previous,' often' long<forgotten'
“solutions”'to'problems'that'other'people'felt'were'compelling'at'one'
time'or'other.'The'organisations'embody'beliefs'and'practices'that'are'
deeply'rooted'in'people’s'identities'and'that'can’t'be'erased'without'a'
compelling'alternate'vision.'''

'
'
Organisations'resist'“vision”'not'because'of'some'perverse'instinct'on'
the'part'of'people'to'resist'change,'but'because'the'existing'structures'
and' practices' provide' a' story' line' that' people' understand,' and' the'
vision' often' fails' to' provide' an' alternative' theory' that' they' find'
equally'persuasive'and'understandable.'
A' theory' of' action' can' be' thought' of' as' the' story' line' that' makes' a'
vision'and'strategy'concrete.'It'gives'the'leader'a'line'of'narrative'that'
leads' people' through' the' daily' complexity' and' distractions' that'
compete' with' the' main' core' of' the' instructional' core.' It' provides' the'
map'that'carries'the'vision'through'the'organisation.''And'it'provides'
a' way' of' testing' the' assumptions' and' suppositions' of' the' vision'
against' the' unfolding' realities' of' the' work' in' an' actual' organisation'
with'actual'people.'

Where(Does(the(Term(Theory(of(Action(Come(From?(
The'term'“theory'of'action”'comes'from'the'work'of'Chris'Argyris'and'
Donald' Schon' in' their' studies' of' organisational' learning.' They'
distinguish' between' individuals’' theories' of' action,' which' describe'
people’s' implicit' or' explicit' models' of' how' they' intend' to' act,' with'
their' “theories' in' use”,' which' describes' how' people' actually' act.'
Argyris'and'Schon'focused'largely'on'the'learning'processes'by'which'
individuals'close'the'gap'between'their'theories'of'action'and'theories'
in'use.'P40'
'
Reflection!in!Action!
In' describing' this' process' of' learning,' Argyris' and' Schon' distinguish'
between'single<loop'and'double<loop'learning.'
Single<loop' learning' describes' the' situation' in' which' we' act' on' the'
world,'receive'feedback'on'the'consequences'of'our'actions,'and'adapt'
our'behaviour'to'the'feedback.'
Double<loop' learning' is' the' process' of' single<loop' learning' with' the'
additional' stage' of' reflection' on' the' process' by' which' we' read' and'
adapt'to'the'consequences'of'our'actions,'and'try'to'improve'how'we'
learn'from'our'actions.'
The' capacity' to' engage' in' double<loop' learning' is,' they' argue,' what'
distinguishes' more' successful' and' less' successful' individuals' and'
organisations.' ' Hence,' Argyris' and' Schon' describe' their' approach' to'
individual'and'organisational'learning'as'“reflection'in'action”.'Pp40<
41'
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AN(EXAMPLE(
• If!we!continually!develop!the!instructional!expertise!of!our!
teachers,!then!teaching!will!be!strengthened!and!all!students!
will!learn!in!deeper!and!more!meaningful!ways.!
• If!we!devote!resources!and!time!to!developing!the!capacity!of!
our!teacher!leaders!to!facilitate!ongoing!instructional!
improvement,!then!the!focus!of!our!teachers’!regular!work!
together!will!be!grounded!in!improving!learning!experiences!
for!all!students.!
• If!we!monitor!students’!progress!through!multiple!formats!over!
time,!then!we!will!be!able!to!assess!our!instructional!
effectiveness!and!develop!focused!intervention!strategies.!
• If!we!develop!the!efficacy!of!students!so!that!they!become!
active!participants!in!their!learning,!then!students!will!fully!
engage!in!school!and!develop!habits!of!mind!that!lead!to!
successful!lifelong!learning.!!
!
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How(
You(Formulate(a(Theory(of(Action?(
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A!theory!of!action!has!three!main!
!

WellT
constructed!
strategy!
Should(

requirements:!

1.
It' must' begin' with' a' statement' of' causal' relationship' between'
what' I' do' –' in' my' role' as' a' school' leader' –' and' what' constitutes' a'
good'result'in'the'classroom.'
! If!I!provide!readings,!viewings!and!expert!guest!speakers!
then!the!network!participants!will!expand!their!professional!
knowledge!of!the!focus!areas!related!to!teaching/learning.!
! If!a!network!site!is!established!and!refreshed!with!updated!
content!and!relevant!questions!for!discussion!then(the!

How(Can(We(Refine(our(Theories(of(Action?(
2.(The(more(concrete(a(theory(of(action(is(the(more(workable(
it(will(be(and(the(more(likely(to(achieve(the(desired(outcomes.(
For'example,'a'theory'of'action'might'be'written'at'a'high'level'of'
abstraction:''If'principals'monitor'teaching'practice'in'a'serious'
visible'way,'then'teachers'will'teach'high'level'reading'and'writing'
skills,'and'the'students'will'learn'to'write'more'fluently'and'
powerfully.'
This!proposition!could!be!refined!by!adding!concrete!details!in!
answer!to!questions!such!as:!
! Where'is'the'knowledge'and'skill'to'do'this'kind'of'teaching'
coming'from?'
If'teachers'have'access'to'coaching'and'professional'development'
focused'on'the'core'skills'of'high'level'reading'and'writing,'and'if'
administrators'monitor'and'support'the'acquisition'of'these'skills'
through'their'daily'visits'to'classrooms'then'the'teachers'will'
develop'higher<level'skills'and'students'will'demonstrate'their'
learning'by'producing'higher<level'work.'
! Who'gets'to'say'what'higher<level'work'consists'of'and'how'will'
we'know'when'we'see'it?'
If'teachers'are'knowledgeable'about'the'performances'they'equate'
to'high'level'reading'and'writing'and'if'they'participate'in'the'
development'of'assessments'that'provide'evidence'of'those'
performances,'then'they'will'know'how'to'test'their'own'knowledge'
and'skill'against'the'requirements'of'the'curriculum.'
3.(Also(the((more(it(relates(to(the(specific(context(in(which(the(
participants(work,(the(more(likely(it(is(to(be(useful.(
For!example,!a!theory!of!action!written!for!the!introduction!of!new!
teaching!for!literacy!might!not!be!appropriate!for!introducing!new!
teaching!in!numeracy.!!This!might!be!because!the!professional!
skills!that!teachers!have!may!be!different!in!literacy!and!
numeracy.!

The(theory(of(action(should(be(constantly(revisited(and(
revised.(
The'point'is'not'to'develop'a'definitive'theory'that'is'useful'once'and'
for'all.''It'is'rather'to'put'in'words'the'steps'and'contingencies'that'
have' to' be' mastered' in' order' for' the' broad' vision' or' strategy' to'
result'in'concrete'action'that'influences'student'learning.'It'is'more'
important'to'have'tried'to'figure'out'these'contingencies'that'it'is'to'
find'exactly'the'right'expression'for'them.''Theories'of'action'should'
be,'and'will'be,'revised'in'the'light'of'experience(p44('
We'can'only'learn'that'our'strategies'are'underdeveloped'and'what'
to' do' about' it' by' initially' stating' what' we' think' we' are' doing' and'
then' testing' our' theories' against' the' reality' of' the' environment' in'
which'they'have'to'work.'The'principle'of'falsifiability'allows'us'to'
take'our'best'ideas'into'practice,'to'see'where'they'break'down,'and'
to'modify'in'the'light'of'experience'P44'
Theories(of(action(help(cut(through(organisational(clutter(and(
tighten(up(accountability(relationships(
The' essential' principle' of' a' theory' of' action' is' that' it' provides' a'
through<line'to'the'instructional'core'–'what'are'the'vital'activities'
that' need' to' happen' to' increase' teaching' and' learning?' A' good'
theory'of'action'connects'an'important'part'of'the'overall'strategy'
to'the'actions'and'relationships'critical'to'good'performance.'
A' corollary' of' the' through<line' principle' is' that' is' not' the' job' of' a'
good' theory' of' action' to' make' sense' of' the' clutter' in' an'
organisation.' There' is' often' a' temptation' in' the' early' stages' of'
creating' a' theory' of' action' to' make' a' list' of' all' the' treasured' and'
protected'initiatives'in'a'school'or'system'and'try'to'shoehorn'them'
into'a'theory'of'action.'
Good' theories' of' action' tend' to' tighten' up' accountability'
relationships' in' the' organisation' because' the' theories' show' how'
people' in' different' roles' in' the' organisation' must' depend' on' one'
another'to'get'a'good'result.'
!

Theories(of(Action(–(Learning(with(Others(
Whilst'having'falsifiable,'if<then'causal'statements'are'a'good'start,'
it' is' the' act' of' repeatedly' revisiting' the' theory' in' the' presence' of'
colleagues'that'matters'most'for'people’s'learning.''In'the'process'of'
successive'revisits,'the'actual'written'version'becomes'an'artifact'or'
a'proxy'for'more'complex,'cognitive'and'emotional'learning'process'
–'a'kind'of'life'ring'available'to'the'practitioner'when'the'water'gets'
rough'and'evidence'of'success'scarce.'
People'tend'to'treat'their'theories'of'action'as'touchstones'for'their'
own' professional' and' cognitive' development,' as' works<in<progress'
along' a' path' that' leads' through' successively' greater' levels' of'
understanding' of' the' work.' ! (Discussion)' creates' the' expectation'
that'your'colleagues'are'engaged'in'a'process'of'learning'and'if'you'
show' up' with' something' interesting' to' say' about' your' learning,'
they'should'have'something'to'say'about'their'learning.p53'
More'heads'are'better'than'fewer.''Like'the'process'of'observing'and'
analysing'instruction,'the'process'of'developing'and'testing'a'theory'
of' action' works' better' when' it' occurs' in' concert' with' people' who'
have'different'ideas,'whose'experiences'can'be'used'to'inform'your'
practice,' and' who' might' know' some' things' that' you' don’t' know.'
Strong' norms' of' confidentiality' and' candour' make' collegial'
discussions'of'theories'of'action'more'powerful.!P56!

Modelling(Individual(and(Network(Learning(
Theories!of!action!are!openTended!and!subject!to!repeated!
discussion!and!revision.!
If'practitioners'see'their'theory'of'action'as'a'“finished'product”,'then'
it' ceases' to' become' a' learning' tool' and' it' becomes' a' symbolic'
artifact,' useful' primarily' as' a' tool' for' legitimising' their' authority:'
“This' is' my' theory' and' I’m' sticking' with' it”.' The' norm' of' open<
endedness' suggests' that' developing' your' practice' is' a' continuous'
process' over' time' and' that,' no' matter' how' successful' you' think' you'
are,'there'is'a'set'of'problems'you'have'not'yet'come'to'terms'with.'
Open<endedness'and'successive'discussion'and'revision'are'important'
because' they' model' knowledge' and' skill' in' practice' as' a' collective,'
rather' than' an' individual' good.' That' is,' if' you' return' to' your'
colleagues' on' a' regular' basis' for' consultation,' it' creates' an'
expectation'that'you'will'have'something'to'say'about'your'learning.''!
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